Announcing
Pain Relief, Restored
Balance & Energy

experience

THE BIO MAT
The BioMat provides NON-INVASIVE thermo-therapy waves to access deep
tissues. This provides many benefits, such as:
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Enhances Mental Well-Being
Stimulates Calorie Burning
Provides Gentle Detoxification
Improves the Cardiovascular System
Nutrition Is More Fully Absorbed
Wastes Are More Easily Expelled
Speeds Cellular Renewal
More Effective Body Systems’ Function
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Increases Vitality
Reduces Stress and Fatigue
Strengthens Immune Function
Relieves Pain & Soreness
Improves Lymphatic Flow
Regulates pH & Enzyme Activity
Induces Delta States of Rest
Blocks harmful EMF's

The BioMat offers Far Infrared Rays which remove toxins, purify blood, clear out free
radicals, revives cells, reduces swelling and inflammation, improves lymphatic flow, and
enhances immune function.
The BioMat also offers Negative Ions which activate the body’s entire cellular communication system; making every single function of the body work better. Also, it restores the
pH to a balanced, alkalized state, promotes deep relaxation and enhances sleep, which it
also decreases drowsiness and stress and enhances mental well-being.
The BioMat also uses Amethyst Crystals which are “nature’s superconductor”,
imparting a soothing and calming effect, provides powerful detoxification for respiratory,
digestive and cellular disorders, promotes peacefulness, naturally amplifies the Far
Infrared Rays, making them more compatible to the body.
More information on the next page about Detoxification and Enhanced Lymphatic Flow...

A Powerful Therapy!

DETOXIFICATION
The BioMat assists the body in retrieving toxins from deep down and expelling
them.
Detoxification is the process of clearing toxins, also known as pollutants or poisons, from
the body. Detox includes neutralizing or transforming the toxins AND clearing excess
mucus and congestion from the body. Whether it is from short or long term incidents,
most toxins enter our bodies from food, water, air, drug/alcohol use and/or environmental
exposures.
Adding to increased toxicity are poor digestion, colon sluggishness or dysfunction, reduced
liver function, and poor elimination through: the kidneys, respiratory tract, and skin.
The BioMat is a detoxification/immune system enhancing device all in one. A
person will always be detoxing while on the mat. The only distinction is how fast or how
slow the detox is taking place.
Finding the right pace for you is the key to your feeling good while you are cleaning out
your system. This pace is determined by the level of heat setting and length of time you
are on the BioMat.
ENHANCED LYMPHATIC FLOW
Lymph Drainage involves stimulating and moving fluids through the lymphatic system.
The lymphatic system is a fluid system that circulates throughout the body in parallel to
the cardiovascular system.
It covers almost the same area as the circulatory system, and is connected, circulating
back through the heart.
Unlike the cardiovascular system, the lymphatic system has no heart to pump
the fluid so it must rely on adequate exercise like walking.
For those unable to walk long distances or otherwise pump their lymph on a regular daily
basis, then the BioMat becomes a good choice for lymph drainage.
Even those who do get enough exercise may need some assistance in lymph drainage and
the BioMat is a perfect tool for such a job!
Call 860-861-8978 TODAY to begin to experience better health and more energy with
the BioMat!

860-861-8978
www.everythingzenmassage.com

A Powerful Therapy!

